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Abstract. The effect of silica/gold nanoshells and titanium dioxide
nanoparticles on the optical properties of skin is studied. By imple-
menting in vivo measurements and Monte Carlo simulations, we ana-
lyze the efficiency of using these nanoparticles as contrasting agents
for optical coherence tomography �OCT� imaging of skin. In vivo
measurements are performed on pig skin, where nanoparticle suspen-
sion drops have been applied. The identification of skin layers is per-
formed by comparison with corresponding histology images. Experi-
mental results exhibit an increase in contrast of the obtained OCT
images after a single nanoparticles application. Multiple applications
do not lead to increase in the obtained contrast. To interpret the ob-
tained experimental OCT images of skin and understand the mecha-
nisms of contrasting, a set of Monte Carlo calculations is performed.
The results of the simulations exhibit good qualitative agreement with
the experimental images, and prove that the contrasting originates
from the nanoparticles added, while the contrast of inclusion origi-
nates from the absence of nanoparticles within it and their presence in
the surrounding area. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction
ptical coherence tomography �OCT� is a noninvasive tech-
ique for imaging biotissues at a depth of up to 2 mm with
xial spatial resolution down to units of micrometers based on
ow-coherent interferometry in the near-infrared �NIR� range
f wavelengths ��=0.75. . .1.3 �m�.1–3 In recent years, OCT
roved to be an efficient tool for in vivo imaging of superficial
issues of skin and mucous membranes.4,5 However, multiple
ight scattering in skin originating from optical nonuniformi-
ies limits significantly the imaging depth of OCT and con-
rasting of the forming elements within the studied medium.6

Traditionally when imaging biotissues, osmotically active
mmersion liquids such as glycerol, propylene glycol, dex-
ranes, and concentrated glucose solutions are administered to
he sample under study to decrease the effect of multiple
cattering.7,8 This administration known as optical clearing is
ased on the fact that a medium with refractive index value
lose to that of the components of the scattering media sub-
titutes the medium with a significantly different refractive

ddress all correspondence to Mikhail Kirillin, Laboratory of Biophotonics, In-
titute of Applied Physics RAS, Ulyanov str. 46, Nizhny Novgorod, 603950
ussia; Tel: 7 831 4164619; Fax: 7 831 4363792; E-mail: mkirillin@yandex.ru
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021017-
index. The substitution changes the scattering properties of
the object under study,9,10 thus decreasing the scattering coef-
ficient and increasing the anisotropy factor. However, for
backscattering detection techniques, administration of optical
clearing agents leads to decrease in intensity contributing to
the signal, which can provide negative effects on the sensitiv-
ity of the technique. The essential requirements for potential
contrasting agents are the ability to penetrate into the skin
after superficial administration and chemical inactivity.

The efficiency of using gold nanoparticles as a contrast
agent for optical imaging of cells and tissue phantoms has
been demonstrated for colloidal gold,11 nanoparticle
clusters,12 nanoshells with nucleus/coating structures,5,13

nanorods,14 nanocages,15 and others. The advantages of gold
nanoparticles are low toxicity and the ability for maintenance
of localized surface plasmon resonances in the NIR
region,14,16 providing enhanced backscattering of probing ra-
diation. The nanoshells with silica nucleus and gold coating
appear to be the best perspective for contrasting of OCT im-
ages of biotissues due to the fact that the wavelengths of
plasmon resonances they maintain are within the so-called

1083-3668/2009/14�2�/021017/11/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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transparency window” ��=0.6. . .1.3 �m�. By varying such
eometrical parameters as size and nucleus/coating radius ra-
io of the nanoshells, one can control the wavelength of the
lasmon resonance and obtain the particles with preset optical
roperties.17,18 It was demonstrated earlier that gold nanopar-
icles, in particular gold nanoshells, are used to enhance con-
rast of optical images of biological tissues. Lee et al. traced
he enhancement of contrast and depth of OCT images of

ouse liver ex vivo on intravenous injection of gold
anoparticles.19 Gobin et al. intravenously injected gold
anoshells �the concentration of nanoparticles was 1.5
1010 particles /ml� in mice with grafted tumors. Accumula-

ion of nanoparticles in the tumor was maximal in 20 h, and
he signal from this zone of the OCT image was increased.20

ur preliminary studies of gold nanoshells on agar phantoms
nd rabbit skin also demonstrated that gold nanoshells provide
ontrasting effects on OCT images.5,21

Other potential contrasting agents are titanium dioxide
TiO2� nanoparticles, widely used in cosmetic production,22,23

or protection against detrimental effects of UV radiation.
hese particles were also supposed to be effective contrast
gents for OCT imaging due to high scattering properties and
omparatively low absorption in the NIR range, in particular
or 800 nm.15 TiO2 nanoparticles have a tendency toward ag-
regates and agglomerates formation, which leads to a shift of
aximum scattering efficiency to the visible range.24 Experi-
entally the contrasting effect of these nanoparticles was

roved in Ref. 25 on water suspensions and turbid tissue-
imicking phantoms. In Ref. 26, the authors show that par-

icles penetrate into skin at a depth not more than 3 �m and
bsorb UV radiation. The possibility of nanoparticles pen-
trating into skin during surface application is currently dis-
ussed. The authors of some works argue against nanopar-
icles penetration into skin. For example, in Ref. 27,

mg /cm2 of sunscreen containing titanium dioxide nanopar-
icles �10 to 100 nm� was applied to human skin and it was
hown that titanium dioxide nanoparticles do not penetrate
nto deep skin layers: epidermis and dermis. However, the
anoparticles may penetrate through intracellular space,
hrough cells, or skin appendages �hair follicles and sebaceous
nd sweat glands�.28

Nevertheless, in vivo experimental data available are insuf-
cient for developing an appropriate procedure for increasing
ontrast and imaging depth provided by an OCT system for
oth types of nanoparticles. When applying nanoparticles as
ontrasting agents in OCT, one should be sure that the effect
s provided exactly by nanoparticles and that they do not af-
ect structural properties of the object under study. In in vivo
tudies, it is difficult to control these properties during the
xperiment. On the other side, theoretical calculations of the
btained OCT signals and images are impossible due to com-
licated geometry of the skin in vivo. In these circumstances,
he numerical Monte Carlo �MC� method is a good solution
or simulation of the nanoparticles contrasting effect. Qualita-
ive likeness of the simulated and experimentally obtained
CT images indicates that the effect is provided by nanopar-

icles, and no significant changes in the skin structure are
resent. The Monte Carlo method has also been shown to be
n effective tool for simulation of OCT signals from
ultilayer media and evaluation of multiple scattering contri-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021017-
bution to these signals in our earlier papers.29,30 Later, it was
advanced for simulation of OCT images from skin
phantoms.31 Earlier we applied our Monte Carlo technique to
study the effect of titanium dioxide nanoparticles on OCT
signals,26 and showed that the sizes and concentrations of the
nanoparticles present in the upper skin layer dramatically af-
fects the obtained OCT signals. The Monte Carlo simulations
were also implemented in Ref. 13 for analysis of effect of
silica/gold nanoshells on the diffuse reflectance of biotissue
samples.

The aim of the present work is to study the efficiency of
silica/gold nanoshells and TiO2 nanoparticles as contrasting
agents in OCT imaging of tissues in vivo, and to interpret the
obtained experimental images by comparison with Monte
Carlo simulations results.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Nanoshells and Nanoparticles
In this work, silica/gold nanoshells with a 75-nm silica core
radius and 25-nm-thick gold shell characterized by excellent
calibration �the deviation from the average size is about
10 nm� were chosen to be endeavored as the contrasting
agents for OCT imaging of skin in vivo �Fig. 1�a��. The gold
nanoparticles with given parameters exhibit backscattering
maximum associated with plasmon resonant in NIR range
�850 to 950 nm�, which makes them optimal for contrasting
of OCT images.32 Silica-gold nanoshells were fabricated as
described33–35 with minor modifications in the reagent concen-
trations. First, silica nanoparticles were grown by reducing
tetraethyl orthosilicate �Fluka� with NH4OH in absolute eth-
anol. Specifically, we added 660 �l of 25% aqua ammonia
and 300 �l of tetraethyl orthosilicate �Fluka� to 10 ml of ab-
solute ethanol. Aggregates were removed by filtering the re-
sultant suspension through a nitrocellulose membrane �Milli-

Fig. 1 SEM images of the nanoparticles: �a� gold nanoshells with
75/25 core/shell radii and �b� titanium dioxide nanoparticles.
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�2
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ore, USA� with a mean pore diameter of 0.45 �m.
The second stage involved functionalizing SiO2 nanopar-

icles with amine groups by reaction with APTMS in ethanol,
s described in Ref. 36. The third stage involved synthesizing
old nanoparticles �“seeds,” 2 to 3 nm in diameter� and at-
aching them to the silica-core surface.36 The gold colloid
dsorbed onto the surfaces of aminated silica as a result of
lectrostatic interaction. At the final stage, nanoshells were
rown by reacting HAuCl4 with the silica-colloid particles in
he presence of formaldehyde at room temperature. This pro-
ess reduces additional gold on the adsorbed colloid, which
cts as nucleation sites. Depending on the ratio between the
otal particle-surface area of silica and the amount of reduced
old, the resulting nanoshells have differing structures and
pectral properties. In this work, nanoshells were designed to
ave 75-nm core radius and 25-nm shell thickness.

We also used commercially available highly pure
99.999%� titanium dioxide �rutile� by the PROMCHIM
roup �Russia�. Titanium dioxide nanoparticles were synthe-

ized from a titanium alkoxide process by means of the sol-
el method. Nanoparticles size is 54�12 nm �mean
ize�SD� �Fig. 1�b��. The motivation for use of this titanium
ioxide nanopowder is that it is approved for pharmaceutical
nd biological applications and has sanitary-epidemiological
ertification hence it excludes harm to a laboratory animal.
uspended in water, TiO2 nanoparticles exhibit high levels of
ggregation with the average size of aggregates being
00 nm. Suspension was obtained by diluting TiO2 powder in
istilled water in concentration of 10 mg /ml at room tem-
erature, and additional 20-min-long ultrasound impact for
voiding aggregation.

.2 Test Animals
s the first step in our experiments, the effects of silica/gold
anoshells and titanium dioxide nanoparticles on OCT images
fter one application on skin were studied. The 25-�l suspen-
ion drop was applied in vivo on healthy skin areas on the
ack of a 6-kg pig after depilation. To obtain a reference
mage, a water drop of the same volume was administered to
he neighboring skin area.

The procedure of OCT imaging was chosen based on the
xperience obtained in previous studies8 and optimized with
egard to time in a preliminary experiment. At first a reference
CT image was acquired from a native skin site, and second

n OCT image was obtained immediately on application of
he chemical agent. Subsequent images were taken for both
ypes of contrasting agents every 30 min during 5 h and then
fter 24 h. Identification of skin layers on the OCT images
as made by comparing the histology sample images.
amples for light microscopy were obtained by a standard
ethod of staining with hematoxylin and eosin. The biopsy of

he corresponding skin samples for electron microscopy was
erformed 3 and 24 h after nanoparticles application.

.3 Optical Coherence Tomography System
he OCT system produced by the Institute of Applied Physics
f RAS �Nizhny Novgorod, Russia� equipped with a flexible
robe was applied in the present study.37 The system has the
ollowing characteristics: outer diameter of the probe is
.7 mm, probing wavelength is 900 nm, power of the probing
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021017-
radiation is 2 mW, spatial resolution in air is about 15 �m,
and the average time for obtaining a 2-D image of 200
�200 pixels is 1.5 sec. The OCT probe was positioned on
the skin surface perpendicularly with the uniform pressure
distribution over the area under study.38

2.4 Monte Carlo Simulation of Optical Coherence
Tomography Images

The Monte Carlo �MC� simulation method is based on calcu-
lating a large numbers of the trajectories of photons randomly
propagating in a scattering medium.39 The optical properties
of the medium �scattering and absorption coefficients, phase
function or anisotropy factor, and refractive index� determine
the lengths and shapes of individual photon trajectories. We
used a program code of the MC algorithm developed
earlier29–31 for simulation of the OCT signals and images. In
the simulation, we used the Henyey-Greenstein phase func-
tion, which is widely used for MC simulations of light propa-
gation in biotissues, including skin:40

fHG��� =
1

4�

�1 − g2�
�1 + g2 − 2g cos����3/2 , �1�

where � is the scattering angle, and g is the anisotropy factor.
To simulate the 2-D OCT image, the consequent OCT

A-scans are simulated with the definite step in the probing
position. The total number of A-scans and the step between
them are predefined. The step is usually chosen as a width
�full width at half maximum �FWHM�� of the probing beam
diameter.

For simulating the OCT images of a multilayer skin phan-
tom, we considered the experimental OCT setup in which �
=910 nm and coherence length lcoh=10 �m. For calculating
a 2-D OCT image, 50 A-scans with a transversal step of
20 �m were obtained. The typical calculation of an OCT im-
age of skin took about 10 h at a PC with an AMD Athlon™
3000 processor.

2.5 Effect of Nanoparticles on Optical Properties of
Skin

In Ref. 13, the authors stated that the adding of nanoshells
does not affect significantly the anisotropy factor of the me-
dia, arguing that the volume fraction of the nanoshells inside
the medium is negligibly small. However, in our opinion the
scattering cross sections should be taken into account instead
of physical size in such an evaluation. The proposed model
allows one to account this point accurately. Unlike Ref. 26,
where the effective phase function was calculated as a sum of
skin phase function and nanoparticles phase function with a
given weight depending on the concentration of nanoparticles,
we used a different approach. The presence of nanoparticles in
the skin layer was accounted for in the MC simulations by
defining the probabilities for a photon to scatter on a skin
scattering element, or a nanoparticle based on the preset con-
centration of the nanoparticles in the layer. The optical char-
acteristics of a single nanoparticle such as scattering and ab-
sorption efficiencies Qs and Qa, together with scattering phase
function for nonpolarized light, were calculated implementing
the Mie theory for uniform spheres, or for spheres with coat-
ing for cases of TiO2 and gold nanoshells correspondingly
using the values for complex refractive index of the com-
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�3
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ound materials. The general Mie solution for coated spheres
as shown in Ref. 41 For calculations, Mätzler’s MATLAB

odes were used.42 The scattering and absorption cross sec-
ions were obtained from the corresponding efficiencies using
he formulae:

�s =
Qs

�r2 , �a =
Qa

�r2 ,

here r is the radius of the considered nanoparticle. The par-
ial scattering and absorption coefficients introduced by the
resence of the nanopaticles were calculated according to the
ormula:

�s
np = �sC, �a

np = �aC ,

here C is the concentration of nanoparticles in the skin
ayer. Resulting scattering and absorption coefficients of the
kin layer with embedded nanoparticles were calculated as
ollows:

�s = �s
np + �s

skin, �a = �a
np + �a

skin,

here �s
skin, �a

skin are the scattering and absorption coeffi-
ients of the skin layer without nanoparticles.

The resulting anisotropy factor g can be calculated as

g =
�s

skingskin + �s
npgbp

�s
skin + �s

hp . �2�

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

Stratum Corneum

Epidermis

Upper dermis

Lower dermis

Z
,
m

m

X, mm

ig. 2 Four-layer thin skin model used in the Monte Carlo simulations.

Table 1 Optical propertie

Number Skin layer Thickness �m

1 Stratum corneum 0.03

2 Epidermis 0.07

3 Upper dermis 0.3

4 Lower dermis 0.5
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021017-
2.6 Multilayer Model of Skin
The four-layer skin models based on the experimental images
were utilized in the simulation; the schematic of this model is
shown in Fig. 2. The optical properties values used in the
simulations are presented in Table 1. Because the pig skin is
close to human in its optical properties, these values are ob-
tained by averaging the values obtained for human skin in
Refs. 40 and 43. The skin layers were supposed to be charac-
terized by the Henyey-Greenstein phase function, while the
scattering phase function of the nanoparticles embedded into
skin was calculated using the Mie theory.44,45 The layers are
supposed to contain uniformly distributed nanoparticles or not
contain them at all. Because in the experiment it was impos-
sible to evaluate the concentration of the particles, the con-
centration of the particles in the simulations was varied in the
range, providing the contrasting effect.

A spherical hair bulb of 0.05 mm radius was considered
present in the upper dermis at the physical depth of 0.15 mm
from the top of the sample to study the contrasting of such
elements within skin.

The aim of MC simulations is to prove that the contrasting
effect observed in the experiment originates from the presence
of nanoparticles, not due to other changes in skin properties
caused by their application. To reach this goal, only the effect
of nanoparticles was taken into account in the simulations; the
effect of optical clearing caused by particle solvents as well as
changes in skin structure caused by the application were not
considered.

2.7 Optical Properties of Nanoparticles
In simulations we consider two types of nanoparticles corre-
sponding to the ones used in the experiment: gold nanoshells
with silica core of 75 nm radius and gold coating with thick-
ness of 25 nm, and TiO2 nanoparticles with radius of 50 nm.
The values of complex refractive index for silica, gold, and
TiO2 at a wavelength of 820 nm used for the calculations are
as follows:46,47

nSiO2
= 1.4524 + i0.005,

nAu = 0.17 + i5.663,

nTiO2
= 2.59 + i0.005.

The optical properties of the nanoparticles calculated with the
Mie theory are presented in Table 2. The concentrations of the

in layers ��=900 nm�.

�s �mm−1� �a �mm−1� g n

35 0.02 0.9 1.45

12 0.1 0.9 1.39

7 0.7 0.85 1.4

12 0.1 0.9 1.4
s of sk

m�
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�4
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anoparticles varied from 0.001 to 0.01 volume % for
iO2 /Au nanoshells and from 0.01 to 0.5 volume % for TiO2
anoparticles �for SiO2 /Au particles 1 volume %
2.4·109 particles /ml, and for TiO2 particles 1 volume %
1.9·1010 particles /ml�. The corresponding values for �s

np

ary from 0.320 to 3.20 mm−1 for SiO2 /Au nanoshells, and
rom 0.047 to 2.36 mm−1 for TiO2 nanoparticles. The corre-
ponding values for �a

np vary from 0.0172 to 0.172 mm−1 for
iO2 /Au nanoshells, and from 0.0046 to 0.230 mm−1 for
iO2 nanoparticles.

The scattering phase functions of a single particle both for
iO2 and SiO2 /Au nanoparticles compared to that of skin

ayers considered in the present study are presented in Fig. 3.
rom this figure one can see that skin is characterized by
trongly forward-elongated phase functions, while nanopar-
icles exhibit backscattering maxima that provide an increase
n the amount of backscattering photons at the presence of
hese particles in the skin sample, and hence, an increase in
he contribution to the OCT image.

With Eq. �2�, one can evaluate the change in the anisotropy
actor induced by the presence of nanoparticles. For example,
he anisotropy factor of upper dermis changes from 0.85 to
.812 or 0.575 when SiO2 /Au nanoshells with concentrations
f 0.001 or 0.01 volume % correspondingly are added. TiO2
anoparticles with concentrations of 0.01 or 0.5 volume %
hange the upper dermis anisotropy factor to 0.845 or 0.649
orrespondingly.

Table 2 Optical properties of nanoparticles and nanoshells.

article type r �nm� �s ��m2� �a ��m2� g

iO2/Au 75/25 0.133 0.0072 −0.027

iO2 50 2.47 10−4 2.40 10−5 0.053

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

1E-4

1E-3

0.01

0.1

P
,
a

.u
.

Angle, deg.

HG g = 0.90

HG g = 0.85

SiO
2
/Au

TiO
2

ig. 3 Scattering phase functions of TiO2 �50 nm radius� and SiO2/Au
75/25-nm core/coating radius� nanoparticles and Henyey-
reenstein �HG� phase function for g=0.85 and 0.9 characterizing

kin layers.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021017-
3 Results
3.1 Reference Optical Coherence Tomography

Images without Contrast Agents
Comparison of a typical OCT image with histological images
shows that it is difficult to distinguish separate layers and
structures in the OCT images of pig skin obtained without any
contrasting agents �Fig. 4�. The upper layer characterized by
high brightness corresponds to the area where the surface of
the OCT probe is adjacent to the pig skin surface. A thin
darker layer corresponds to the epidermis in the histology
image �the thickness is 0.07 mm on average�. Under the epi-
dermis there lies derma. We can distinguish in the histology
image the upper �0.3 mm� and the lower �0.5 mm� dermis.
The upper dermis contains hair follicles and glandular ducts,
and the lower dermis contains glands. These layers are indis-
tinguishable in the OCT image; they look like an inhomoge-
neous region with an average or low signal level. We further
identify them by inclusions typical for these layers. Inclusions
are not encountered in OCT images without additional con-
trasting.

3.2 Optical Coherence Tomogrpahy Effects of Gold
Nanoshells and Nanoparticles of Titanium
Dioxide on Skin In Vivo

A single application of gold nanoshells on skin surface in-
duces a number of alterations of OCT images. The epidermis
becomes uniform, homogeneous, and has a distinct border
with the underlying dermis �Figs. 5�b� and 5�c��. Signal inten-
sity in the upper dermis increases �Fig. 5�b��. Inclusions char-
acterized as low signal intensity areas appear. These are small,
round, or slightly elongated inclusions with well-defined con-
tours in the upper derma �Fig. 5�c�� and/or large, diagonally
oriented inclusions with poorly defined contours �Fig. 5�b��.

Fig. 4 �a� Histology image and �b� OCT image of pig skin before
silica/gold nanoshells application: 1 epidermis, 2 superficial part of
the dermis, 3 deep layers of the dermis, and 4 glands. Histology slice
was stained by hematoxylin-eosin.
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�5
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At a single application of titanium dioxide nanoparticles
n skin surface, the observed effects were analogous to those
ith gold nanoparticles. We detected contrast of the border
etween the epidermis and upper dermis, increase of signal
ntensity in the upper dermis, and visualized inclusions in the
pper derma �Fig. 6�b��. But, in addition to the effects de-

ig. 5 OCT images of pig skin at application of gold nanoparticles: �a�
eference without particles, �b� 90 min, and �c� 150 min. The arrows
ndicate inclusions recognized as a hair follicle �in �b�� and glandular
ucts �in �c��.

ig. 6 OCT images of pig skin at application of titanium dioxide
anoparticles: �a� control without particles, �b� 60 min, and �c�
80 min. The arrows indicate inclusions recognized as a glandular
uct �in �b�� and glands �in �c��.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021017-
scribed before, in the lower derma low signal-intensity inclu-
sions with oval shape and well-defined contours appear �Fig.
6�c��.

Analysis of the A-scans �Fig. 7� confirms the observed
effects for both cases: application of gold nanoparticles and
titanium dioxide nanoparticles. The contrast of the border of
the epidermis is represented by the drop of signal intensity
and is approximately the same for both types of nanoparticles.
One can see in the plots the signal increase in the upper
derma. Both types of the particles contrasted inclusions in the
dermis, which are represented by the signal jump at their bor-
der �as shown by arrows�. The signal level is different for
contrasting different types of inclusions: in the case of oval
inclusions contrasted by titanium oxide, the signal drop in the
lower dermis is more pronounced than in the case of diago-
nally oriented inclusions in the upper dermis when gold
nanoshells are employed. Comparison of different types of
inclusions in images with the corresponding histology slides
enables us to conjecture that round and diagonal inclusions in
the upper dermis are, respectively, glandular ducts and hair
follicles, whereas oval inclusions in the lower derma are
glands. The reference group featured uniform signal decay in
depths without pronounced jumps.
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Fig. 7 OCT A-scans of pig skin for maximum efficiency of contrasting
agents: �a� silica/gold nanoparticles, and �b� TiO2 nanoparticles. The
dash line shows averaged A-scans of the reference image �prior to
application of agents�.
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�6
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The typical times of the effects of gold nanoshells and
iO2 nanoparticles on OCT images are presented in Table 3.
ccording to our observations, gold nanoshells are character-

zed by early manifestation of the contrasting effects, which
oes not last long, whereas in the case of titanium dioxide the
ffects appear later but last longer.

The presence in skin samples of the studied contrasting
gents was confirmed by electron microscopy �Fig. 8�. Three
ours after application, nanoparticles are rarely encountered
n the epidermis. They are detected primarily in dermis: in
broblasts and among collagen fibers, inside cells, and in in-

ercellular substance. In 24 h, there are fewer nanoparticles in
kin: they are encountered primarily in dermis, both in the
pper and in deep layers. The amount of gold nanoshells de-
ected in skin is smaller than that of titanium dioxide particles.

able 3 Typical times of contrasting effects induced in OCT images
f skin by SiO2/Au and TiO2 nanoparticles

ontrasting effect SiO2/Au TiO2

ontrasting of epidermis-dermis border 0.5 to 24 h 1 to 24 h

ontrasting of inclusions in upper
ermis

1 to 2.5 h 2 to 24 h

ontrasting of inclusions in lower
ermis

2 to 4 h 3.5 to 24 h

ark stripes artifacts – 0–1 h

ig. 8 Electron micrography of pig skin 24 h after application of gold
anoshells and TiO2 nanoparticles: �a� gold nanoparticles in dermis
mong collagen fibers, and �b� aggregated TiO2 nanoparticles in epi-
helium. The arrows indicate nanoparticles.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021017-
3.5 Monte Carlo Simulation Results
When performing MC simulations, we supposed that the
nanoparticles penetrate only two or three upper layers of the
considered skin model—stratum corneum, epidermis, and up-
per dermis. The border between upper and lower dermis was
supposed to have a wavy shape, and its contrast was chosen as
a criterion for effectiveness of the nanoparticles application.

At first the OCT A-scans from the pig skin were calculated
for various concentrations of nanoparticles for both particle
types to quantitatively evaluate the contrasting effect of the
nanoparticles’ presence. The results for TiO2 nanoparticles
are shown in Fig. 9. The OCT scans are shown for the case
when particles are present in the upper two layers. From this
figure one can see that application of the nanoparticles signifi-
cantly increases the contrast of the epidermis-dermis border
�Fig. 9�a��. Figure 9�b� depicts quantitative evaluation of the
contrast increase. The contrast of the layer border and hair
bulb is evaluated when nanoparticles are present in the two
and three upper layers of the skin sample correspondingly.

Similar results for SiO2 /Au particles are presented in Fig.
10. From this figure one can see that these particles provide an
increase in contrast compared to TiO2 particles, although the
concentration is significantly lower. This fact is explained by
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Fig. 9 �a� Simulated OCT A-scans of pig skin before and after appli-
cation of TiO2 nanoparticles �concentration of the nanoparticles is 0.5
volume %� �b� and corresponding contrast of the image elements for
various concentrations.
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significantly larger scattering cross section of SiO2 /Au par-
icles compared to TiO2 ones �see Table 2�.

At the next stage, the OCT images were simulated to show
he qualitative effect of the nanoparticles. The results of the
imulations show that in the absence of the nanoparticles in
he model skin sample, the border between the two dermis
ayers is not contrasted �Fig. 11�, while when considering the
resence of nanoparticles in the two upper layers, the border
ecomes contrasted �Figs. 12�a� and 13�a�� for both types of
anoparticles. However, the SiO2 /Au nanoshells provide bet-
er contrast, although the concentration of the particles is

uch lower. The intensity of the OCT signal from the upper
ayers increases due to increase in backscattering from these
reas caused by the presence of the nanoparticles, while the
ntensity of the signal from the deeper layer remains the same.

Figures 12�b� and 13�b� depict the OCT image of the pig
kin sample in the presence of Si /Au and TiO2 nanoparticles
n the three upper layers correspondingly. From these figures
ne can see that the contrast effect in this case is higher for
iO2 /Au nanoparticles as well.

Thus, Monte Carlo simulation proves that the presence of
oth SiO2 /Au and TiO2 nanoparticles introduces an increase
n contrast of the inclusions in the OCT mages. The effect of
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ig. 10 �a� Simulated OCT A-scans of pig skin before and after appli-
ation of SiO2/Au nanoparticles �concentration of the nanoparticles is
.01 volume %� �b� and corresponding contrast of the image elements

or various concentrations.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021017-
SiO2 /Au is higher due to their higher scattering cross sec-
tions compared to TiO2 nanoparticles.

4 Discussion and Conclusions
We studied the possibility of surface application of gold
nanoshells of 75 /25-nm silica/gold radii and titanium dioxide
nanoparticles of 54 nm radius for contrasting OCT images of
healthy pig skin.

Fig. 11 Simulated OCT image of skin before application of the nano-
particles �reference image�.

Fig. 12 Simulated OCT images of skin in presence of SiO2/Au
nanoshells in �a� two upper layers and �b� three upper layers. The
concentration of the nanoparticles is 0.01 volume %.
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In the presented research, the object of contrast is skin
haracterized by a complex layer structure and the presence of
nclusions; the nanoparticle suspension is applied to its sur-
ace. We found that nanoparticles rapidly and efficiently pen-
trate into intact skin, and demonstrated that gold nanoshells
ave a contrasting effect on skin structures. The duration of
ptical effects is similar to the case of intravenous injection.20

aximum contrasted images were obtained in 2 to 4 h; the
ffects persisted up to 24 h �Table 3�. Therefore, local appli-
ations of nanoparticles may be quite efficient for contrasting
kin structures.

In our study, aqueous suspension of particles rather than an
il-in-water emulsion was applied to skin. Evidently, the
roperties of particles, including their penetrability into skin,
ay depend on whether they are in aqueous suspension or in

n oil-in-water emulsion. We used the electron microscopy
ethod to confirm that both gold nanoshells and titanium di-

xide nanoparticles penetrated into all skin layers and struc-
ures. They could penetrate there through intracellular space,
ells, or skin appendages �hair follicles, and sebaceous and
weat glands�.28

Comparison of the optical effects of gold nanoshells and
itanium dioxide nanoparticles by the OCT technique revealed
ommon contrasting effects, as well as particular differences.

ig. 13 Simulated OCT images of skin in the presence of TiO2 nano-
articles in �a� two upper layers and �b� three upper layers. The con-
entration of the nanoparticles is 0.5 volume %.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021017-
Both gold nanoshells and TiO2 nanoparticles provided con-
trast of the epidermis layer, which lasted the entire time of
observation �24 h�. The gold nanoshells provided the contrast
of inclusions in the upper dermis layer, which were observed
at their best 2 to 4 h after the application following weaken-
ing of the effect. The TiO2 nanoparticles provided visualiza-
tion of inclusions both in upper and lower dermis layers,
which became strongest 3.5 h after application and lasted for
24 h. Possibly the difference in the effects is stipulated by a
different chemical nature and different optical properties.
Gold nanoshells are heterogeneous nanoparticles capable of
generating surface plasmon resonance, whereas titanium diox-
ide nanoparticles exhibit only a high backscattering coeffi-
cient. Gold nanoshells do not aggregate and penetrate into
skin faster; therefore, the effects arise earlier. Titanium diox-
ide nanoparticles form aggregates on the surface of the skin,
which slow down particle penetration significantly. We be-
lieve that the ability of titanium dioxide nanoparticles to con-
trast deep inclusions indicates that they penetrate deeper into
skin than gold nanoshells. Perhaps enhanced permeation of
titanium particles is bound to the fact that the polydisperse
titanium particles include many particles that are significantly
smaller than the diameter of the gold core-shell nanoparticles
used. Moreover, the concentration of gold nanoparticles in
solution is 500 times less compared to the concentration of
titanium dioxide nanoparticles, hence they are distributed pri-
marily in the upper skin layers.

The contrasting effect of nanoparticles was also confirmed
by Monte Carlo simulations. The simulations were performed
both for titanium dioxide nanoparticles and gold nanoshells.
In the model, the only change in scattering properties intro-
duced by the particles was taken into account. In both cases
the results demonstrate the contrasting effect manifested by
contrast of the epidermis-dermis border for the case when the
particles penetrate only in epidermis, and the contrast of
spherical inclusion in dermis, when the particles penetrate
deeper. These facts allow us to conclude that the exhibited
effect originates from the presence of nanoparticles in skin,
not from accompanying effects induced by the presence of the
particles. The numerical results also shown that for gold
nanoshells, significantly smaller concentrations compared to
that of titanium dioxide are needed to provide a contrasting
effect. This fact agrees with the experimental results and
originates from much larger scattering cross sections of gold-
nanoshells and their backscattering maxima caused by plas-
mon resonance.

Thus, one can conclude that both gold nanoshells and TiO2
nanoparticles can serve as efficient contrasting agents in visu-
alization of in vivo skin by OCT. The gold nanoparticles are
characterized by plasmon resonance, providing stronger back-
scattering compared to TiO2 nanoparticles, which require
much smaller concentrations of gold nanoshells for providing
the contrast effect. On the other hand, TiO2 nanoparticles ex-
hibited larger contrast depth and longer contrast effects.
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